
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: EGMONT RACING CLUB Date: Sunday, 29 May 2016 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Slow 8 
Rail: True 
Stewards: G Whiterod Chairman, N Goodwin, B Bateup, M Austin  
Typist: K Smart 

 

GENERAL:  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: NGARIO, JUST ISHI, ZED EM, I’VE GOT THIS, JAYLA MONET, ABSOLUTELY ME, O’CAROL, ONE OF 

THREE, OLIVIA MARY, IFFITEL 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  2 E Goodinson (PUDDLE ALLEY) replaced D Jensen  

  3 M Mitchell (COLOMBIAN PRINCE) replaced S Phelan 

  3 D Miller (AND THATZ SCOTTY) replaced D Jensen 

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 JUMPING SUPPORTERS HURDLES 2800m 

CHEESEMAKER baulked leading into the second fence and jumped through the wing dislodging rider S Fannin. 
OFF HAND fell at the second fence and brought down ONE KAY and MENDOZA. Also affected was JUSTA CHARLIE which 
had to take evasive action and lost ground.  
CRAFTY hit the second fence in the back straight on the last round unbalancing rider E Goodinson. 
D Jensen (OFF HAND) was attended to by paramedics and stood down for his remaining rides. 
As a result of the earlier fall, the field was directed around the third last fence due to the injured rider being attended to. 
CULLISTER was unable to negotiate the tight angle into the second last fence and slipped dislodging rider E Farr.  
RED MAFIA (C Studd) fell at the last fence and brought down a riderless horse.  C Studd was uninjured.  
CHEESEMAKER, OFF HAND, MENDOZA and RED MAFIA were examined by the veterinarian and cleared of any injury.  
CULLISTER was treated for hind leg lameness after slipping on the flat. 
 

RACE 2 MULCH & MOW HURDLES 2800m 

KICK BACK raced keenly early. 
MAHANADI jumped indifferently throughout and was under pressure with a round to go prior to being retired from the 
contest near the 400 metres when out of contention.  Rider M Gillies had no tangible excuse adding the gelding can be 



 

 

temperamental.  A subsequent veterinary examination was clear.   
KICK BACK put in a poor jump at the fence near the 900 metres. 
PUDDLE ALLEY put in a poor jump at the second last fence. 
After the completion of race 2 the rider of BOY S Phelan advised stewards he was feeling the effects of the earlier fall and 
stood down for his remaining rides.   
 

Race 3 LOWE SCHOLLUM & JONES STEEPLECHASE 4000m 

KINA WIN raced wide early.  
AND THATZ SCOTTY raced keenly early. 
CRASH BANDICOOT landed awkwardly after jumping the third last fence dislodging rider Emily Farr who was uninjured.  
N Quinn (RED MOSS) lost the use of his irons for a short distance in the back straight on the last round. 
RED MOSS and SNEDDON did not complete the course after being well back and out of contention. 
 

Race 4 HYPNOTIZE STEEPLECHASE 

WISE MEN SAY landed awkwardly after jumping the first fence. 
WISE MEN SAY hit the second last fence and dislodged rider I Lupton who was uninjured. 
 

Race 5 CHELTENHAM 2017 WITH WHEELS AMATEUR 2100M 

H Cushing the rider of JAYLA MONET was advised to exercise more care after he allowed his mount to shift in shortly after 
the start when not clear of SNODROPTWINKLETOES, which was steadied.  
OUR DEBUTANTE over raced early. 
 

Race 6 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE  

CHATEAU MAROUX began awkwardly and lost ground.  
B Hutton (STAR VINSKY) was advised to exercise greater care after he allowed his mount to shift out nearing the home turn 
and as a consequence bumped SIDART outwards into the line of DESTINY BAY which was checked.  Stewards took into 
account some over reaction from SIDART after the initial bump to be a contributing factor.  Also bumped in the incident 
was MY MUSTANG MOLLY when that runner’s hind quarters came into contact with DESTINY BAY.  
ABSOLUTELY ME shifted out under pressure over the final stages and near the finish dictated VICTORIAS LEGACY wider on 
the track.  
 

Race 7 SANDFORDS RURAL CARRIERS 3YO MDN 

BLUSHING BELLE raced greenly in the early stages and hung outwards when making the crossing in the back straight 
hampering ART OF WAR which commenced to over race. 
BLACKHAVEN over raced in the back straight and when being steadied shifted out hampering PIPPA VAN KIP which when 
being corrected, shifted into the line of ART OF WAR which clipped that runners heels.  This resulted in rider D Turner being 
dislodged.  D Turner was attended to by paramedics and cleared to ride.  After questioning riders and viewing footage the 
incident was considered accidental. 
SHEZAGOODBET hung throughout placing rider D Hirini at a disadvantage.  Stewards spoke with trainer M Breslin regarding 
the filly’s waywardness as this was not the first occasion SHEZAGOODBET had hung throughout.  M Breslin advised 
Stewards he would recommend to connections the filly be tried right handed, after which its future would be re-assessed.   
 

Race 8 SEAVER CYCLES 100 YEARS MDN 

UNREEL blundered at the start resulting in rider BB Hong losing the use of his reigns for some distance and then shifting out 
bumping with WAITUNA HEIGHTS and COOL WONDER. 
JIGSAW JANE raced greenly in the home straight.  
 

Race 9 SHOCKING @ RICH HILL STUD R65 

FREELINKS was slow to begin and settled back.  
OUTOFTIME raced in restricted room over the final stages.  
 
Race 10 SUPER LIQUOR MDN 

KOLEE began awkwardly and shifted in losing ground.  
NIPPA MARY and OFF WITH HER HEAD were slow away.  
R Goldsbury reported that SHE’S A ROCK hung throughout and could not be ridden to advantage.  
 

Race 11 THE KAPONGA HOTEL R65 1400 

BEAU ZED was slow away. 



 

 

PEACH BELLINI hung outwards shortly after the start tightening BLUE WAGON which had to steady and in turn bumped 
with IFFITEL. 
BLUE WAGON raced greenly in the home straight.  
 

 


